Jensen Precast is celebrating its 50th anniversary as one of the largest privately owned businesses in the industry. We currently have an Engineering internship opening in Las Vegas. We are seeking qualified team players that mirror our core values of professional accountability, transparent communication, strong interpersonal skills, and collaborative team support in a safety first environment. Jensen Precast provides a competitive compensation package, opportunities for growth, ongoing industry training, and much more in our quest and dedication to providing excellent products and services to our customers.

Roles and Responsibilities

The position uses Computer Aided Design (CAD) computer system to provide support to LV team by preparing bill of materials, layouts, detail drawings, assembly drawing, sketches, and diagrams according to engineering specifications, including all views and dimensions necessary for manufacture. Makes simple decisions but refers most question/problems to supervisor. This role will be responsible for cataloging, measuring and drawing concrete molds (could be inside, outside work), product placement & yard configuration among other projects.

Education and Qualifications

• Currently pursuing a Civil or Mechanical Engineering degree
• Experience in construction or precast manufacturing a plus

Equal Opportunity Employer

Preferred Skills

• 3D Modeling experience a plus
• Auto -CAD experience
• Inventor experience
How to Apply
